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Abstract
Treatment for stone disease has evolved drastically during the past 3–4 decades. Ureteroscopy, percutaneous nephrolithotomy
along with SWL, provides the means to treat practically all urinary tract stones with minimal invasion to the patients. However, for complex stone case scenarios where open surgery is being considered, a less invasive and better tolerated option
such as laparoscopy (robot assisted or not) can be performed. The present manuscript reviews role of laparoscopic and robotic
surgery in treating urinary tract stones.
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Introduction
Treatment for stone disease has evolved drastically during
the past 3–4 decades. Invasive open surgeries with the corresponding long incisions have been efficiently replaced by
non-invasive procedures such as extracorporeal shock wave
lithotripsy (SWL) since the 1980s [1]. Moreover, the technological evolution of endoscopes and endoscopic devices
has also transformed the way kidney and ureteral stones are
managed. Ureteroscopy (URS), percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) along with SWL, provides the means to treat
practically all urinary tract stones with minimal invasion to
the patients [2, 3]. Currently, it is not surprising to affirm
that the above-mentioned treatment modalities have abolished the need for open stone surgery [4].
Nevertheless, urinary tract stones can vary in size, shape,
location, and, therefore, complexity, which in turn can jeopardize endoscopic access and lower stone free rates of those
minimally invasive endourological approaches. For these
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complex stone scenarios, “cutting for stone” may still be a
plausible treatment choice [5].
Similarly, to what has been described in the endoscopic
field, laparoscopy has also shown an important advance in
technology over the past 3 decades. Newer, better and multiple surgical laparoscopic tools, including robotics, have
allowed the surgeon to reproduce open surgery concepts
on a less invasive basis. Articulated needle drivers, 3D and
magnified images, and Da V
 inci® robotic arms have made it
possible to accomplish laparoscopically the most challenging intra-corporeal sutures. Thus, much of the traditional
open surgery, nowadays, has been replaced by the laparoscopic approach.
Therefore, for those complex stone case scenarios, where
open surgery is being considered, a less invasive and better
tolerated option such as laparoscopy (robot assisted or not)
can be performed allowing for a faster recovery time [6].
The present manuscript reviews role of laparoscopic and
robotic surgery in treating urinary tract stones.

Laparoscopy and robot‑assisted laparoscopy
for kidney stones
The AUA and EAU guidelines on urolithiasis state that for
kidney stones > 2 cm, PCNL is the treatment of choice for
its higher stone free rates. Whereas for stones < 2 cm, flexible URS and SWL are the first line therapy [7, 8]. There
is no solid recommendation for open, laparoscopic and/or
robotic surgery for kidney stones. However, the guidelines
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mention that for complex kidney stones scenarios, such as
a branched staghorn stone, an intricate collecting system, a
poor functioning kidney, and a massive stone burden open
or laparoscopic approaches may be suitable in selected cases
[4, 7].
The current literature has increasingly demonstrated articles on laparoscopic and robotic surgeries for kidney stones
as a viable option for patients with abnormal collecting system anatomy and large stone burden [9–11]. The technical evolution in manipulating laparoscopic devices and the
incredible maneuverability of the robotic arm have contributed to put these surgical modalities back into the kidney
stone treatment arsenal [5].
Laparoscopic pyelolithotomy (Lap-pye) has brought back
the concept of open surgery, in which the renal pelvis is
incised to extract the stone, at a lower distress for the patient
[12]. There have been studies comparing PCNL with Lappye showing that the latter modality is as effective as the
standard of care for kidney stones > 2 cm located at the renal
pelvis, and also may provide advantages such less blood loss
[13–17] (Table 1).
The combination of laparoscopic tools with endoscopic
devices, such as flexible nephroscopes, enhanced the ability to reach intra-renal stones while performing Lap-pye or
robot-assisted Lap-pye [18]. This resulted in better stone free
rates but increased surgical costs.
Nowadays, in some centers, robotic pyeloplasty with
flexible nephroscopy through the renal pelvic incision has
become standard of care for UPJ obstruction with intra-renal
kidney stones [19, 20].
Based on the same premises, there have been recurrent
reports on robot-assisted laparoscopic anatrophic nephrolithotomy (RLap-ana) especially for complex staghorn calculi
[21–23].
As in open surgery, the renal hilum has to be clamped
and the parenchyma incised for stone extraction. RLap-ana
mimics open anatrophic nephrolithotomy results with lower
complication rates [22]. However, the need for renal artery
clamping, warm ischaemia, parenchyma incision, and their
repercussion on renal function has limited the use of this
treatment modality for very unique scenarios [23] (Fig. 1).

Table 1  Comparison of
percutaneous and laparoscopic
stone treatment

Authors

Li [13]
Al Hunayan [14]
Basiri [15]
Singh [16]
Fawzi [17]
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Fig. 1  Bilateral branched staghorn stone

Laparoscopy and robot‑assisted laparoscopy
for ureteral stones
The current EAU guidelines have specified a situation where
pure or robot-assisted laparoscopic ureterolithotomy (RLapure) is indicated as alternatives to endourological procedure
for treating large obstructing ureteral stones, mainly in the
advent of scarce endourological resources [7].
Laparoscopic ureterolithotomies (Lap-ure) have been
compared with endourological procedures for treating large
obstructing ureteral stones (> 1.5 cm) with higher stone
free rates for Lap-ure [24, 25]. In addition, the advent of
the robot-assisted laparoscopy has contributed for an easier
intra-corporeal suturing; this fact has enabled the growing
indication of RLap-ure for large obstructing ureteral stones
[24, 26]. It is important to note, though, that hospital stay,
operative time, and costs were higher than in the endourological surgery counterpart [24, 25].
Moreover, laparoscopy and robot-assisted laparoscopy
can also have a distinctive role in patients with renal anatomic variation and stones. These surgical approaches can
not only guide percutaneous renal access (in case of PCNL),
but also perform the stone extraction itself [27, 28].

N (patients)

Stone free rate
(%)

Hemoglobin
drop (g/L)

Operative time
(min)

Hospital stay
(days)

PCNL

LAP

PCNL

LAP

PCNL

LAP

PCNL

LAP

PCNL

LAP

89
50
30
22
30

89
55
30
22
30

90
96
87
72
90

98
100
90
95
100

1.7
–
1.88
–
1.8

0.9
–
0.85
–
1.1

90
109
107
87
85

116
131
149
91
133

4.3
4.4
2.2
–
3.4

4.5
4.5
3.4
–
4.1
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Summarizing, endoscopic and laparoscopic surgeries
have absorbed the latest in medical technology and are
showing no signs of stagnation. Urologists have realized
that there is a multitude of options available to address urinary stone disease. Guidelines help them comprehend their
choices and better counsel their patients. The vast majority of urolithiasis can be dealt with SWL, URS, or PCNL.
However, there are unique circumstances where these first
line procedures will not be suitable; thus, understanding the
principles of laparoscopic and robot-assisted laparoscopic
procedures for kidney stone disease may play an important
role in these settings. To date, there are growing scientific
data supporting the use of laparoscopic approaches for large
renal pelvis stone and for large obstructing proximal ureteral
stones [14–18, 24–26]. Aside from these two case scenarios,
laparoscopic or robotic surgeries should be considered only
in complex situations where the scientific proven endourological procedures may not be or have not been successful.
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